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When J I Case, worldwide
manufacturer and marketer of a
full line of agricultural and
construction equipment, needed
a memory upgrade for their
.3090 500J mainframe based in
Racine, Wisconsin, BSM
Corporation was promptly there
to install its own memory into
the computer. Case's 3090 500J
needed additional storage to
avoid a high paging rate and
to improve overall response
time. "Here in Racine, our
- 3090 500J is mostly used for
financial applications ... sales
... marketing...and parts, "
explained Phil Balcom, Manager,
Planning and Technology Assessment.
Concerning Case's other various
mainframes around the globe,
specifically in Hinsdale, Illinois;
Le Plessis, France; Neuss, Germany;
Doncaster, England; and Sydney, •
Australia, Balcom explained that
"we have them all connected
together by means of a satellite
network and high speed telecom
munication lines. If someone
wishes to order a specific part
somewhere in Europe, " Balcom
explained, "the order comes from
a terminal in Europe over the
telecommunication lines to the
computer here in Racine and the
response goes back to the terminal
in Europe providing the status of
the part:
"We believed that we would get
better response time if we had
somewhat more storage, " Balcom
said. "A year ago, we planned to
have a central memory upgrade at
~bout this time," he said. "In
your case, you offered us more
memory at less cost than anyone
else." As a direct result of BSM

Gorporation's 3090 memory upgrade,
"response time has improved. "
Case has been extremely pleased
with BSM's 3090 memory upgrade
and our ability to solve their
problems effectively with
overall profesSionalism. "We've
~bne business with you a number
of times in which Case has been
extremely pleased, "said Balcom.
"This time, you've actually
supplied the memory and have
installed it. ..we've been very
happy." OfBSM Corporation's
professionalism, Phil Balcom said
enthusiastically, "Any time that
I've talked to the people at BSM,
anything that they said or implied
has happened just the way they said
it would. You know the IBM
equipment extremely well. In the
case of providing BSM's memory and
installing it, our overall view has
been very positive!"

Phil :aalcom, Manager,
Planning and Technology AsseSsment

CDLA Celebrates it's 10 Year Ann

PROFILE
The following is an interview with
Paul Bishop, Vice President of
Rel!eafch and Development.
Q: What advantages does BSM offer
. over its competitors?
A: "BSM does not adversely modify
the 3090 mainframe. Our memory
plugs right in with no added
power supplies. We utilize all
of IBM's hardware and microcode.
We even use IBM control cards.
Special dram chips are used in
our main storage. This allow~ us
to keep bits from the same line
of memory in separate modules.
Therefore, if a whole memory
chip fails, only single bit
errors occur (transparent to
customer operation). We can
actually remove four memory
chips from our main storage with
no adverse effect on customer
operation. If you ask one of our
competitors t6 remove j ust one
chip from their memory, it won' t
work. "
Q: If we buy memory for a 3090, can
we use it on a 9021 in the future?
A: ·Yes! Our memory runs on all
3090 models and 9021 models up
to model 720. •
Q:-How long are BSM's memory
cards guaranteed for?
A: "We have a lifetime warrantee on
all of our products, "
Q: How does BSM Corp's pricing
compare to it's competitors?
A: "BSM believes the price you pay
for superior quality should be
realistic and fair. BSM will give
you qualit.y equal or superior to
the product you already own.
Our prices are very competitive
against ·our competitors!"

BSM Corporation reCognizes the
significance of the Computer
Dealers and Lessors Association in
the market place today. We have
therefore taken the necessary
steps into beComing an associate
member. Representatives Paul
Bishop, Vice President of
Research and Development, Mark
Hulseburg, North American
Marketing Director, and Elfie
Bishop, European Marketing
Director, will be appearing
before the membership committee
;n October 11 during the annual
ECLAT meeting in Washington D.C.
BSM Corporation's sponsors
include Hartford Computer,
Chrysler Systems Leasing and
. Smith Wilson.
Today CDLA is an international
trade association representing
over 350 companies involved in
the independent computer leasing
and remarketing industry. CDLA
also represents associate members
providing related services, such
as installation, maintenance and
transportation. CDLA enforces a
strict Code of Ethics and requires
all new members take a written exam.
Should any member violate the Code
of Ethics, expUlsion from CDLA is
enforced. CDLA also provides
liaison to equipmeut manufacturers;
monitors federal and state
legi.slation which affects the
industry; holds educational
Seminars; conducts industrial
surveys; and promotes the industry
through communications and public
relations activities.
This year, the Computer Dealers and
Lessors Association is celebrating
its ten year anniversary of the CLA
and CDA merger. The two
organizations emerged separately
after the 1956 Consent Decree
forced IBM to sell its machines
and services to independent lessors
and dealers. Previous to the decree
which was a result of anti-trust
action by the U.S. Justice
~epartment, IBM had held a virtual
monopoly on the mainframe business.
The resulting decree opened the way
for growth among independents who
ultimately joined together to form
CDAand CLA.
CDA and CLA had virtually no
substantial ties to one another.
However, as the two industries grew

_
during the 1960's and 70's,
distinctions between them were not
so apparent. Since the 1980 merge.r, ~
resulting in CDLA, computer leasmg
and remarketing has become one of
the fastest growing industries in
the United States. "Industry volume
was $23 billion in 1990 and is now
projected to grow to $26 billion in
1991", according to CDLA.
(see chart)

---J

Under the 1956 Consent Decree, IBM
began selling machines to companies
which could then lease them to users.
Used computers that transferred from
one user to another could be
additionally placed under an IBM
maintenance contract. Thus began the
emergence of the computer lessors
market. As a result, in 1967, the
Computer Lessors Association was
founded. Generally, these first
computer lessors were larger, well
financed companies. All members
were required.to have $10,000,000
of computer equipment under lease.
About the same time CLA was
forming, the Computer Dealers
Association was also emerging into ,-".
the market place. The birth of the
computer dealers market began on
July 30, 1970, when Time Brokers,
Source: CDLA 2nd Edition Brochure, '.
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versary
Inc., an Eh;nsford, New York based
computer dealer sponsored an
auction of used computers.
President Joe Kirby, fonnerly in
the automobile business stated
that "we had auctions to get rid

"People who own
computers treat
theni... as a
work of art, "
said Kirby.
of repossessed cars" and saw
immense opportu,nities in 
auctioning computer equipment.
"People who own computers treat
them with as much reverence as
a work of art because of their 
awesome capabilitieS and for the
immensely sophisticated prospects
they offer for the enhancement of
the quality of life, " said Kirby.
The auction featured a wide range
of computer equipment from simple
card handling equipment to second
and third generation computers.
More importantly, as an indirect
result, the auction brought
together a number of individuals
_who were dealing in used computer
equipment who also were meeting .
for the first time. From this came
further meetings which evenJually
manifes.ted into the formation of
the Computer Dealers Association,
founded in 1972.
"Generally the first members of
CDA were strictly dealers who
didn't do much, if any, leasing,"
says Doug McAllister, Director of
Communications for CDLA, who is .
currently writing-a book on the
subject. However, by 1980 the
distinctions between the two
organizations were less apparent.
CDA and CLA therefore, began to
negotiate the formation of CDLA,
which would be stronger
fmancially and operationally,
with a membership that would
represent the majority of the
companies in the-computer leasing
and remarketing industry. The
merger combined the two groups
into CPLA effective hmuary 1,
1981.

BSM Corp is proud t"o
announce...
By working together, CBLA brings
many advantages to the American
computer industry. As a result,
independent computer dealers and
lessors have provided a valuable
service to the user while at the
same time benefitting the
manufacturer with a steady source
of additional sales and maintenance
revenue. Policies which encourage a
strong leasing and secondary market
benefit both the manufacturers and
the eConomic community which
provide the United States with a
stronghold in the global miuket of
the 1990's.
.•

BSM would like to extend a special
thanks to Douglass McCallister,
Communications Director of CDLA,
who provided all the necessary
. infonnation in the preceeding
article. Mr. McCallister is
presently working on a book
concerning CDLA and its various,
functions.

BSM Corporation is _proud to announce
its application for membership into
Dealers and Lessors Association. BSM
Corporation and its sponsors,
Hartford Computer Group, Chrysler
Sys~ms Leasing and Smith Wils~>n,
will appear before the membership
committee on Thursday, October 11,
1991 during the annual CDtA meeting
in Washington, D.C. We will be
represented by Paul Bishop, Vice
President of Research & Development,
Elfie Bishop, European Sales, and
Mark Hulseberg, Marketing Director.
BSM COFpwill also be participating
in CDLA's annual meeting. Please .
join Paul, Elfie and Mark at booth 28
· on Thursday Oct. 10, Friday Oct. 11,
and Saturday O<:t. 12. (For schedule,
. see below). Six black onyx Schaeffer .
pen sets will be raffled off
throughout Thursday and Friday.
On Friday Oct. 11, please feel free
to join Mark and Elfi~ at BSM's
Hospitality Suite in the Farragut
Room from 7: 30 -11: 3Opm, where an
additional pen set will be raffled.
To celebrate CDLA's 10 year
anniversary, Paul and-Elfie Bishop
will be attending the Gala Black~Tie
Dinner Dance at the Omni Shore Hotel
in Washington, D.C. OD October 12th,
from 6:00pm to ll:00pm. BSM
Corporation hopes to see you there!

Show Schedule
Thurs Oct. 10
12:00pni - 5:30pm
2:00pm drawing
4:00pm drawing

Fri Oct. 11

BSM products let you get more life
out of the computer you've already '
invested in. We use only the most
superior U.S. manufactured memory
chips made in the world; This,
plus decades of engineering
~xperience with IBM water-cooled
CPU's combine to deliver highest
quality, market proven products.
BSM has gained world-wide respect
in the industry for craftsmanship
,and reliability.


7:30am - 6:00pm
l1:00am drawing
2:00pm drawing
4:00pm drawing
7:30pm - 11:3Opm Farragut Room
9:00pm draWing

Sat Oct. 12
7:30am - 10:00am
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~Thomas Watson, Jr.
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ACKNOWLEDGE
AcrIVE
ADAPTOR
ADDRESS
ALERT
ALPHABET '
ALPHANUMERIC
AMPERE
APPLICATION
ARCHIVE
ARCHITEcrURE .

Be a Winner...
If you're the firSt person to finish the wordsearch,
you will be the proud recipient of a 3' x S' nylon
, Ame,rican flag. Just fax in your answers to:
(708) 980-6834
'

CCAC~
CARD

The winner of last month'~ difficult crossword puzzle
was Robert J. Woods, President of Stancom Corp.
There were many entries, but Mr. Woods was the first!
He is now the proud owner of a 3' 5' American flag.
You, too, can be a, winner!

Over the past decade, IBM R&D spent 4 times
what the Reagan and Bush administration spent
, on Star Wars!

IBM-specific Terms

•
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DEVICE
DIGITAL
. DIREGTORY

DlsK

CARTRIDGE
CHARAcrER
COMMAND
CONFIGURATION

A C C E S S 0
L C B A S I C
p 0 K A C S D
H N T N T H A
A F 0 C 0 C E
N I B I D W H
U G U E T F L
M U F R E A D
E R F S B N C
RA E C ART
I T R M D A S
C I MAC T I
A 0 D I G I T
C N S RAE V

BACKUP
BASIC
BATCH
BOARD
BOOT
BUFFER
BUG

DOCUMENTATION

-

R Y A R A D D R E S S

B R D C
A 0 C H
C T A A
K C R R
U ETA
P R R C
E I I T
R DD E
I S G R
C L E M
V E P D
A L B P
I HeR

R o B
C C 0
H UA
I M R
TED
E N R
C T B
TAO
U T 0
R I T
E OR
D N E
AI T

0 D
T A
P G
A K
D S
A I
E D
B P
DA
R E
A S
C A
N S

THE ADVENTURES OF MEMORY MAN
MEET MARVIN DIPME'i'ER,
ONE NIGHT, WHILE WORKING DILIGENTL'i'
AFTER HOURS, MARVIN SECAMETHE
-VICTIM OF COMPUTER ROOM
PRANKSTERS. . . ..

HE'! MARVIN,

COMPUTE THIS!
HA HA HA HA

A B
U C,--/
E T
C E
I B
V A,
E H
D P
M L
L A
E I
T R
A B

